THE  AUTHORITY   OF   SCIENCE
rested on a priori conceptions, that soon became fresh dogmas
in their turn. This was seen as early as his student days by the
then assistant-director of the Ecole Normale Superieure, who
in one of his yearly reports said of him : " A wonderful mind
by his swiftness of conception, his subtlety, his delicacy, his
power of thought. But he understands, conceives, judges and
formulates too hastily. Is too fond of formulae and definitions,
to which he sacrifices reality—unconsciously, for he is perfectly
sincere." We have here in a few words the tragedy of Taine
and his influence.
The key to the problem is of course given in his definition
we have quoted of his method, " tiny facts carefully selected,
significant." Significant of what? Selected according to what
principle ? Significant, selected, in relation to an unconsciously
but tenaciously held prejudice, which made him incapable of
seeing the facts that went against the particular theorem he
was trying to prove, for everything was ultimately to him a
theorem,
A striking instance of the Tainian method is given by one
of his pupils, destined to become a distinguished historian.
When Gabriel Monod left for his first visit to Italy, Taine told
him to go there with some preconceived notion of what he
would find, and then see how far facts would prove or disprove
this notion. That this was contrary to all really scientific method,
that few would be able to see with equal clearness both the
facts that disproved and those that proved the thesis, never
occurred to him.1 Thus, starting life with a zealous profession
of objectivism, Taine, like Comte, soon found himself as
subjective as any of those he had criticized; and what has
made him immortal is far less his method, his would-be
scientific outlook, than what Bourget calls his philosophical
imagination, Barres his gift of putting emotion into ideas, of
dramatizing abstractions, Lemaitre the poetry of his logic,
Vogue his projecting of the thought of Spinoza through the
imagination of Shakespeare.
We cannot, in an essay of this kind, follow Taine through
all his works ; we must leave aside, for instance, his explanation
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1 See Monod's Taine, Renan, Michelet.

